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ABSTRACT

Today the world is completely concerned with everyday adventures through electronic media. People don’t have time to be updated by the newspaper or to watch or listen to the news on television or radio. In today’s competitive world people need to be updated daily. Most people get information from all over the world through the internet which is fast, accessible and reliable. The “Digital News Portal” is a service designed to meet the above requirements and to keep people up to date with news, views, reviews, breaking news and breaking news from various fields around the world.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today the world is completely concerned with everyday adventures through electronic media. People don’t have time to be updated by the newspaper or to watch or listen to the news on television or radio. In today’s competitive world people need to be updated daily. Most people get information about the world through the internet which is fast, accessible and reliable. WWW (World Wide Web) information, services, news, advertising, customer information, financial management, education, governance, e-commerce, etc., hyper-link information, access and usage information. “Digital News Portal” is a service launched to meet the above requirements and to keep people updated on the latest news, views, reviews, breaking news and breaking news from various fields around the world.

Today, a growing number of people rely on the Internet as their main source of information, especially news. Most broadcasting companies have their own websites and update them with new information as soon as it becomes available. It has also become clear that this type of information is often transferred to get people interested in a news story. Major news portals like Exit.com or Yahoo.com made the issue significantly alternative. CentralTimes.in is a new but ambitious monthly publishing and distribution company based in Nagpur but with an audience in Central India. As a news portal company, our niche includes news, entertainment, business and sports. Our art-house reviewers are in a standard corner piece that is located in the center of the space. CentralTimes.in is a complete web-for-application for publishers who want to run an online newspaper.

All content is stored in a database and divided into categories. Categories can be easily changed in the browser to browse and has a self-configured interface to promote top-stories. Software can be managed through a roll-based system like a real newspaper. Page editor, manager, and support, etc., focus on role-based systems for
running applications in safe mode. Content's scheduling feature helps you publish articles and news earlier. Media news portals create all articles and publish them in search engine friendly URLs.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Fatimah Sidia, Lilly Suriani Affendey, Ali Mama, “A Systematic Review on the Profiling of Digital News Portal for Big Data Veracity”[1], The digital news portal is an important news source for Internet users. However, the way it is written depends on the direction of the content. One approach to reporting news is to write skillfully. This type of writing has led to many adverse effects, such as political unrest, condemnation, and negative attitudes towards specific political organizations, employees, and countries. It is important for readers to choose and choose news portals that provide positive news and ignore portals that handle the approach of writing skillfully for their own benefit or have a negative impact on the community. The purpose of this study is to design and analyze the literature related to data authentication research used in the profiles of data news portals. The method used in this paper is to classify and define the authenticity of the data: A systematic material review is a conduct. It includes journal and conference proceedings. The results are found with the objectives of Data Variety, Research Topics Design, Publications and Research Trends Publications and Framework Variety Model Validated. This paper provides a complete overview of the material related to the profiling of digital news portals in data papers.

Gopal Sakarkar, Priyanka Rangari, “News Portal (centraltimes.in)” [2], Today the world is completely concerned with everyday adventures through electronic media. People don't have time to be updated by the newspaper or to watch or listen to the news on television or radio. In today’s competitive world people need to be updated daily. Most people get information about the world through the internet which is fast, accessible and reliable. The Global Information Service Center for WWW (World Wide Web) information services is vast, widely distributed: news, advertising, customer information, financial management, education, government, e-commerce, etc., hyper-link information, access and usage information. The “2 Hours News Portal” is a service launched to meet the above requirements and to keep people updated on news, views, reviews, breaking news and breaking news from various fields around the world.

Zeti Azreen Ahmad & Mazni Bu Yong, “Content Analysis of Online News Portal: Issues and Challenges”[3], Content analysis is a well-established research technique that has been used to examine a wide variety of texts, including political messages. In the field of media research, systematic examination of media content is a popular method. Currently, researchers continue to apply established content analysis techniques that were originally designed for traditional media on web-based media and social media. However, the application of established content analysis in digital environments has been studied by many scholars considering the liquidity of the online curriculum. During the general election campaign in 201 paper, a type of political news was reported in a news portal that was investigated; Malaysia. We claim that analyzing online news through content analysis requires a different process, especially in terms of obtaining constantly changing content from news portals. The paper also highlighted the difficulties and challenges of adopting established content analysis techniques on online news.

Joakim Hultin, Daniel Skog, “The digitalized newspaper organization”[4], The digitalization of the newspaper industry as a whole has had a profound effect, and as a result it is conducive to embracing the myriad possibilities of transforming traditional practices. While printed paper is becoming less viable every day, its online counterpart is constantly gaining recognition. In this dissertation, we conduct a case study to investigate a large local newspaper company that has gone from analog to digital and has only a fraction of its life. Qualitative interviews are conducted as part of the case study, which gives us valuable information about how the organization works and how it makes decisions, as well as the perspectives of individuals. By applying a theoretical framework, the results are analyzed based on previous research on digitization and convergence. Studies have shown that digital-increasing technology approaches and investment decisions have a strong impact on the digital-digitalization mindset at many organizational levels, allowing new technology services to be used that require more. Still, the organization competes well in their market because the printed issue is able to carry its own weight and more. However, sales are declining rapidly and uncertainty with the future is eager to use the new technology, but there are still differences on what strategy to adopt when taking on new challenges in the digital context. These are just some of the goal setting shareware that you can use.
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We know that the newspaper will give us the news of the previous day. But it takes time to update our knowledge. This way we can access up-to-date and live news through digital news portals.

4. ARCHITECTURE

![Architecture Diagram]

**Fig -1: Architecture of Digital News Portal**

In this architecture, first register in admin login / digital news portal. It will then be redirected to the admin panel where the administration will be able to publish or delete the posts of the articles. The digital news portal will be updated after the post is published or deleted according to the administrators. When the user enters the digital news portal, you will see his home page. The user can then watch various categories like Entertainment, Sports, Daily News, Crime, Bollywood etc. When the user selects one of these categories, he or she will see the entire article.

5. MODULE DESCRIPTION

1. Login / Registration

When the admin wants to access the admin-panel, first of all the admin will be required to login using the username/email address and password which the admin has set. The login page is for security of the website ensuring that the website is accessed by anonymous person.
Fig -2: Login/ Registration

Fig -3: Registration
2. Admin panel:

After logging in the admin will be redirected to admin-panel from where the admin can Publish or Delete posts. The admin can customize the website too. By clicking to the profile icon the admin can edit profile and also logout from admin-panel.
3. Publish/ Delete News:

   After publishing or deleting a post the changes will be applied to the Digital News Portal and the admin can view the post if published. Also the admin can copy the link address of published to share it on social media.
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   Fig -6: Publish/Delete News

4. Digital News Portal Homepage:

   When the admin publish or delete a post it will be updated to the homepage of Digital News Portal. Also when the user will enter the website, the user will see the homepage.
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   Fig -7: Digital News Portal Homepage
5. Articles:
When the user will come on the homepage he will see many titles of news articles which the admin has published. The user can read the whole article by clicking the title of article displayed on homepage.

![Fig-8: Article](image)
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